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My priorities today are...

By being sure what your priorities 
are for the day, you will be better able 
to maintain focus and keep a clear 
mind.

It is important that your listed prior-
ities are fully achievable. Do not wor-
ry if they are small, like ‘get out of 
bed’. Just keep them relevant to your 
situation.

Mental Health Planner
how to use the planner

Today I am grateful for...

It has been proven that by expressing 
gratitude daily for 21 consequtive 
days you can begin to reprogramme 
your mind to look for the positives. 
This in turn improves your general 
mood.

It may be hard at first, but main-
taining this habit will be worth the 
effort

Today if I need help, I will 
contact...

We will all have bad days, or weeks 
or months. It is important to know 
who you can contact when you need 
help.

This can be friends, family, a char-
ty, your GP, or us at 1in4.

Do not be put off by thinking you 
are a burden. YOU ARE NOT!!

Today I have:

There are various activities that help 
boost mood and fight off a depressive 
episode. These will not always work, 
but are worth adding to your daily 
routine.

Do what is achievable to you, for ex-
ample, exercise can be just a 10 min-
ute walk. Don’t put undue pressure 
on yourself, but do try to complete as 
many of these as you can.
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Monday

Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...

1. 

2. 
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Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication
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Tuesday

Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...
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2. 

3. 

Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication
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Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...
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3. 

Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication
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Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...
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Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication
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Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...
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Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication
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Saturday

Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...
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2. 
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Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication
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Sunday

Today I am grateful for...
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Today if I need help, I will 
contact...

1. 

2. 

3. 

Today I have:

[] exercised for 10 mins
[] taken time to relax
[] eaten well
[] slept well
[] used my support net-
work if needed
[] taken my medication


